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A systematic methodology for energy dissipation reduction of multimedia applications realized on
architectures based on embedded cores and application specific data memory organization is proposed.
Performance and area are explicitly taken into account. The proposed methodology includes two major
steps: A high-level code transformation step that reorganizes the original description of the target
application. The second major step includes the determination of the processor, memory and bus
organization of the system and is briefly described. Experimental results from several real-life
demonstrators prove the impact of the high level step of the proposed methodology.
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INTRODUCTION

Portability as well as packaging and cooling issues made

power consumption an important design consideration [1].

Realizations of data dominated signal processing appli-

cations such as multi-media require a large amount of

memory for the storage of the large multi-dimensional

array-type data structures that are present in such

applications. Advances in memory technology keep

decreasing the memory power cost [3], however, the

ever-increasing storage requirements of data dominated

applications offset these gains and retain memory related

power consumption as the dominant contribution to the

total system power cost [5]. This statement is true for

different architecture platforms [6–11].

Rapid advances in the area of programmable embedded

processor cores made them an attractive solution for the

realization of real time multimedia applications, due to the

flexibility they offer but also for time-to-market reasons.

Especially the combination of processor cores with an

application specific memory and bus organization is very

promising since it allows combination of the processor

cores advantages described above, with the optimization

freedom offered by the application specific memory and

bus organization.

In the area of data transfer and storage exploration for

power and area costs, the ATOMIUM [4] and the PHIDEO

[12] methodologies have been proposed. Both these

methodologies mainly target uni-processor (single thread

of control) custom hardware architectures and cannot be

applied to a programmable processor context in a

straightforward manner. This is because extra issues like

power consumed due to instruction storage and transfers,

performance (in terms of number of cycles) and code size

must be taken into account in such systems. No systematic

methodologies currently exist for high-level data transfer

and storage energy optimization for systems realized on

programmable processors. Some initial results for

programmable processors with predefined fixed memory

hierarchy have been recently presented [13,14]. For the

case of applications realized on systems consisting of

embedded cores and application specific data memory and

bus organization the application of ATOMIUM in such a

context is only described in Ref. [15]. However, no

systematic methodology for data transfer and storage

optimization is proposed and only the power-performance

trade-off is evaluated. Furthermore, issues such as the

power consumption due to transfer and storage of

instructions and the code size effect on total system’s

power have not been explored.

Our previous work [26] has shown that the power

consumed on instruction storage and transfers can be

heavily affected by the application of code transform-

ations that targets the minimization of power consumed on
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data storage and transfers. In the same work it was also

pointed that the instruction memory-related power

consumption of such systems can be comparable or even

greater than the power consumed due to data storage and

transfers. These observations lead to the following

conclusions: First, the cost function that should drive a

methodology for the application of high-level power-

optimizing code transformations must take into account

the power consumed on storage and transfers of both

instructions and data. Second, in order for such a

methodology to be power efficient, it must also include

transformations that aim at optimizing the power

consumed by instruction accesses and transfers. Clearly,

these are not considered as the main contribution of this

work, but they are distinguishing points between our

approach and the approaches of Refs. [13–15], as far as

the application of high-level code transformations is

concerned.

The aim of the proposed research, part of which is

described in this paper, is the development of a systematic

methodology for the reduction of the power consumption

related to storage and transfers of both instructions and

data in realizations of multimedia applications on systems

including embedded cores and applications specific data

memory and bus organization. This is shown in Fig. 1.

Inputs to the proposed methodology are an original high-

level description of the target application and a set of area

and performance constraints. The proposed methodology

produces an optimized description of the application and a

detailed processor, memory and bus organization. The

optimized code produced can be either passed to the target

processor compiler or can be used as input for the manual

development of assembly code. This paper focuses on the

high-level part of the proposed methodology and

specifically on a systematic approach for the application

of a number of high-level code transformations. There

are two main categories of transformations included:

The first category aims at optimizing in a high-level the

power consumed in data memory accesses and data

transfers, while the second category aims at optimizing

the power consumed due to storage and transfers of

instructions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the

second section, the target architecture is described. The

energy model and the cost functions are discussed in the

third section. The proposed methodology is presented in

the fourth section. The experimental results from several

demonstrators are presented in the fifth section while

conclusions are offered in the sixth section.

TARGET ARCHITECTURE

The general view of the target architecture is shown in Fig.

2. The main points of the target architecture are discussed

below:

Processing units: Processing is performed on a number

of instruction-set processor cores. The number of cores

allocated is determined based on the performance

requirements of the target application. The registers

present in the cores can be exploited by the proposed

methodology. Each processor core present is programmed

by its private program memory.

Program memory and related bus organization: The

application code is stored in on-chip program memories.

On-chip storage of the application code is the case in most

embedded systems since this reduces the total system’s

power consumption and improves performance as well.

The size of the program memory is fixed in most cases.

However, there are cases in which the size of the program

memory is assumed to be application dependent, i.e.

determined by the application’s code size. Each processor

core present is directly coupled through a dedicated bus to

a program memory that holds the code executed by the

specific core.

Data memory organization: Application data are stored

in an application-specific data memory hierarchy. Most

levels lie on-chip while off-chip levels are also possible.

Storage of the major part of the data on-chip favors

significantly power consumption reduction. Each level of

the data memory hierarchy may be divided to a number of

different blocks (for power and performance reasons).

Data organization is fully compile-time determined.

Bus organization: The processor cores communicate

with the different blocks of the data memory hierarchy

over a number of global data, address and control buses.

For simplification, the buses are merged to one in Fig. 2.

The address space of each core is divided to parts assigned
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FIGURE 1 Context of application of the proposed methodology.
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to the memory blocks used by the specific processor. The

fact that each memory block has a single address range

must be taken into consideration during the assignment of

the address spaces to memory blocks when multiple cores

use the same memory. All memory blocks are directly

connected to the data bus. Transfers between memory

blocks belonging to different levels of the hierarchy are

performed through dedicated buses connecting the

corresponding levels. Data transfers from memory blocks

to the cores but also between blocks are performed in a

fully deterministic way (no hardware control mechanism

is present as in the case of instruction set processor caches)

controlled by the cores.

ENERGY MODELS—COST FUNCTIONS

The main cost function that is the target for optimization

of the proposed methodology is the energy dissipation

related to data and instructions storage and transfers. For

multimedia applications, this energy dissipation com-

ponent dominates upon the total energy budget of the

system. This cost is heavily related to the (external) bus

traffic, which is also a crucial performance measure of the

global system. In the proposed context only the energy

consumption in background memories and in interconnect

buses is taken into account. The energy consumed in the

functional units, in glue logic and in foreground storage

(registers—register files) is much smaller [1] and thus it is

neglected.

As far as the storage related energy dissipation is

concerned the energy model used for the on-chip

memories depends upon the number of accesses, memory

size, number of read/write ports and the number of bits

that can be accessed in every access. The model is valid

for any type of memory (SRAM, DRAM, etc.). The model

is linear with respect to the number of accesses while the

dependence on the memory size is determined by a sub-

linear polynomial function f. This function is completely

dependent on technology and the specific vendor used.

Thus the power consumed by an on-chip memory is given

by the following equation:

E ¼ ð# accessesÞ £ f ðsizeÞ ð1Þ

The function f that has been used to produce the energy

figures that will be presented in the rest of the paper as

described in Ref. [2]. For the estimation of the energy

consumption of the off-chip memories the low-power

1 MB SRAM presented in Ref. [3] is assumed as in Ref.

[4] since no other figures for power consumption of off-

chip memories are currently available by the vendors. This

assumption leads to an energy dissipation of 2.6 nJ per off-

chip memory accesses. In this way, it is assumed that the

off-chip energy dissipation depends on the number of

accesses only and not on the memory size. For both on-

chip and off-chip memories it is assumed that the memory

is in power-down mode when not accessed since this is the

case for the state-of-the-art memories currently available.

In terms of interconnect energy the ever increasing

technology scaling makes the energy dissipated in the on-
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FIGURE 2 General view of the target architecture.
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chip buses more important contributor to the total system’s

energy dissipation than the energy dissipated in the

functional units. The energy dissipation per line of on-chip

interconnect during a transfer is given by Eq. (2) and

depends on the energy dissipated in the related driver and

the energy dissipated in the wire capacitance driven.

Eline_on_chip_interconnect ¼ Edriver þ Ewire_capacitance ð2Þ

The energy dissipated per line of off-chip interconnect

during a data transfer to/from an off-chip memory is given

by Eq. (3). It is approximated as the sum of the energy

dissipated in the I/O pins involved (in both the memory

and the processing chip), the energy dissipated in the

corresponding I/O drivers (pads) and the energy dissipa-

tion in the wire capacitance driven.

Eline_off_chip_interconnect ¼ EI=O_pins þ EI=O_drivers

þ Ewire_capacitance ð3Þ

For the results presented in this paper the energy

dissipated per line of on-chip interconnect has been

estimated assuming a total load of 6 pF (including all the

components described above). The energy dissipated in

one line of an off-chip bus has been estimated assuming a

total load of 30 pF (including all the related components).

Both the load values have been obtained using the data

presented in Ref. [4].

As already mentioned the proposed methodology aims

at reducing the energy dissipation due to data and

instruction storage and transfers. Assuming a data

memory hierarchy with M blocks on-chip, N blocks off-

chip, K on-chip bus lines and L off-chip bus lines the cost

function that is optimized by the proposed methodology is

given by Eq. (4).

Edata_related ¼
XM
m¼1

Eon_chip_mem_m þ
XN

n¼1

Eoff_chip_mem_n

þ
XK

k¼1

Eon_chip_bus_line_k

þ
XL

l¼1

Eoff_chip_bus_line_l: ð4Þ

Energy dissipation due to accesses to the program

memory and due to the corresponding transfers is also a

major contributor (except from the power consumption

due to data storage and transfers) to the global system’s

energy dissipation. The energy dissipation due to the

accesses to the program memory can be evaluated in the

same way as described above. The number of executed

instructions (directly proportional to the number of

execution cycles) is used to approximate the number of

access to the program memory. Thus the energy

dissipation in the program memory is given by the

following equation:

Eprogram_memory ¼ executed instructions

£ f ðprogram_memory_sizeÞ ð5Þ

The size of the program memory can be either fixed (by

the processor’s core used) or can be adapted to the target

application offering more freedom (design parameter). In

such a case the program memory should be large enough

to store the complete application code. It is assumed that

in all cases the application code can fit in on chip program

memory. The program related energy dissipation is given

by Eq. (6).

Eprogram_related ¼ Eprogram_memory þ Einstruction_bus ð6Þ

The (major part of) global energy dissipation of the

system is given by the following equation:

Eglobal ¼ Edata_related þ Eprogram_related ð7Þ

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this section, the complete methodology for the

reduction of the power consumption due to data and

instructions storage and transfers under performance and

area constraints is briefly described. The high level part of

the methodology is described in detail.

Global Approach

The proposed methodology is presented in Fig. 3. The

inputs to the methodology are an original high-level

description (e.g. C/Cþþ code) of the target application

and a set of area and performance constraints. A flow in

which the processor’s compiler will be used in the lower

level is assumed. The methodology consists of two major

steps: (a) A high level step that includes the application of

code transformations and (b) A lower step in which

detailed decisions on processor, data memory and bus

organization are made.

In the first step (that is described in detail in the

following sub-section) power optimizing code transform-

ations are applied. A transformed description of the

application is produced at the end of this step. The

performance of this description is evaluated on the cores

selected for the realization. Taking into consideration the

performance constraints a number of cores that will be

used for the realization is allocated. This ensures that

performance constraints are met. In the next step, the area

of the implementation is estimated using the procedure

described in Fig. 4. If area constraints are not met then the

application’s description must be changed again by

removing certain transformations. Transformations that
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are candidates to be removed are:

i) Transformations that introduce performance penal-

ties (in comparison to the original description). Such

transformations negatively affect area since more

cores and related buses will be required to execute

code within the performance constraints.

ii) Transformations that introduce large number of new

data signals with increased size. Such transform-

ations increase the data memory area and the area of

the related buses.

iii) Transformations that increase code size thus

increasing the program storage requirements.

This procedure is iterated until both performance and

area constraints are met. If both types of constraints cannot

be satisfied then priority is given to the performance

constraints (overriding issue in the target domain) while
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FIGURE 3 Proposed global methodology.
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area must be kept as small as possible. The output of the

first step includes an optimized description of the

application that will be compiled in the end as well as a

set of constraints in relation to the number of levels of the

data memory hierarchy and some initial signal-to-level of

the hierarchy assignment decisions. As far as the processor

organization is concerned the high level step determines

the number of processor cores that will be used for the

realization of the application.

The second step of the proposed methodology includes

three main sub-steps:

(a) Determination of processor organization. This step

mainly includes partitioning of the final code to the

number of processors allocated.

(b) Determination of memory organization. Includes

allocation of memory blocks/level of the data

memory hierarchy, assignment of signals to memory

blocks and allocation of ports to the memory blocks.

(c) Determination of the bus organization. The number of

global and local buses is determined in this step and

processors and memories are assigned to the buses.

All these steps are power oriented and take performance

and area constraints into account. After the application of

the second step performance and area constraints are

evaluated and if not met local (over the second step) and

global (over both steps) feedback loops can be performed.

The output of the second step is a detailed processor,

memory and bus organization of the system.

The Memory Management Graph

To better explain the energy minimization procedure and

the effect of the power optimizing code transformations on

power the concept of the Memory Management Graph

(MMG) [27] is used. The memory management graph,

GMM{V, E} is a directed graph, whose vertex set V{vi; i ¼

1; 2. . .; ntasks} is in one-to-one correspondence with the set

of tasks. The directed edge set E{ðvi; vjÞ; i; j ¼
1; 2; . . .; ntasks} is in correspondence with data arrays

passed from the one task to another.

The edges of the graph are annotated with two costs:

(a) The size of the data arrays Sijði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;NÞ
passed from the source task (i ) to the sink task ( j ) of

the edge.

(b) The number of accesses Aijði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;NÞ to the

arrays implied by the edges.

It must be noted that the edges connecting primary

inputs (PIs) or outputs (POs) to tasks of the graph,

correspond to input or output arrays of the algorithm. The

corresponding edges are annotated with the same

information as explained above. An edge connecting the

kth primary input to the task i is denoted as (PIk, i ). In the

same way an edge connecting the task j to the lth primary

output is denoted as ( j, POl).

Each vertex vi is annotated with two costs:

(a) The number of instructions Iiði ¼ 1; 2; . . .;NÞ exe-

cuted by task

(b) The corresponding code size. Ciði ¼ 1; 2; . . .;NÞ

The graph in its general form is hierarchical, i.e. each

task represents a sub-graph divided to smaller subtasks

and having the same characteristics. Usually the sizes of

the data arrays between the subtasks inside a task are

smaller in comparison to those of the arrays present

between main tasks. A general view of the Memory

Management Graph is shown in Fig. 5.

Using the Memory Management Graph concept the

problem of power minimization under performance and

area constraints in the proposed context can be expressed
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as described by the following equation:

Minimize
XN

i¼1

Ii £ f ðCiÞ þ
for all edges ði;jÞ

X
ðAi;j £ f ðSi;jÞÞ

0@ 1A ð8Þ

within performance and area constraints.

Construction of the memory management graph of the

target application allows easier identification of the main

power consumption bottlenecks. Power optimizing code

transformations can then focus at those points.

Proposed Methodology for the Application of High-
level Code Transformations

The high level step of the proposed methodology that

includes the application of a number of (mainly power

oriented) code transformations is discussed in this section.

The methodology proposes a detailed order in which

several data transfer and storage optimizing transform-

ations included in ATOMIUM [4] methodology are

applied to an initial specification of the target application.

Additionally, the proposed methodology includes trans-

formations for the optimization of the energy dissipated in

instruction storage and transfer. The new methodology

extensions are meant in particular for the context of

systems based on programmable cores and application

specific memory and bus organization where performance,

power and area constraints are crucial.

The main categories of data storage and transfer power

optimizing code transformations used by the proposed

methodology are:

(1) Data flow transformations [17]: Remove dataflow

bottlenecks and reduce the number of accesses to

background memories (especially focusing on

inherently redundant accesses which are not found

by conventional code clean-up approaches).

(2) Loop/control flow transformations [18]: Increase the

locality and regularity of the accesses enabling the

reduction of the number of accesses to the larger

background memories in the memory hierarchy.

(3) Data reuse transformations [19]: Introduce array

signals where copies from larger signals that exhibit

data reuse are stored.

In-place mapping [20]: Consists of two steps which

heavily depend on the execution order of the array

accesses: (a) Intra signal in-place. This step optimizes the

storage order inside a single signal. (b) Inter signal in-

place. It optimizes the storage order between different

signals. At the highest levels in the script, the execution

order is not yet fixed at all so only a high-level in-place

estimate (lower and upper bounds) can be derived.

The full ATOMIUM methodology [4] also contains

additional steps after the global transformations discussed

above. Those steps mainly handle memory organization

decisions. The transformations described above are in

principle applied by ATOMIUM in the order presented.

In our approach the transformations that aim the

reduction of the energy dissipated due to data accesses and

transfers are grouped in three categories depending on the

way they operate on the array signals of the initial system

specification.

(a) Access removing transformations: Reduce the

number of accesses to the different array signals present in

the algorithm’s description. From the transformations

belonging to this category only data flow transformations

will be considered in this paper. The effect of the access

removing transformations can be described by the

following equation using the memory management

graph notation.

for all edges ði;jÞ

X
Ai;jinitial .

for all edges ði;jÞ

X
Ai;jtransformed

i; j : PI or PO or task

ð9Þ

(b) Size reduction transformations: Reduce the size of

array signals that are present in the initial specification

allowing storage in lower levels of the memory hierarchy

that lie closer to the processing units and thus reducing

power consumption. In place transformations, always

belong to this category. Loop transformations such as loop

merging may operate in this way as well. The effect of the

access removing transformations can be described by the

following equation using the memory management graph

notation. The effect of the size reduction transformations

can be described by the following equation using the

memory management graph notation.

for all edges ði;jÞ

X
Si;jinitial .

for all edges ði;jÞ

X
Si;jtransformed

i; j : PI or PO or task

ð10Þ

(c) Access moving transformations: Introduce extra

array signals where accesses from larger array signals

existing in the initial specification are moved to. The new

signals are smaller than the existing signals and thus they

can be stored in lower levels of the memory hierarchy.

Data re-use transformations are always transformations of

this kind but also loop transformations may operate in this

way. The effect of the access moving transformations can

be described by the following equations using the memory

management graph notation.

for all edges ði;jÞ initially present

X
Ai;jinitial .

for all edges ði;jÞ initially present

X
Ai;jtransformed

i; j : PI or PO or task

for all edges ði;jÞ introduced

X
Si;j !

for all edges ði;jÞ initially present

X
Si;j ð12Þ

Additionally our approach includes a group of

transformations that targets the reduction of the energy
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dissipated due to instruction accesses and transfers. These

transformations do not affect the way data are accessed or

stored.

(d) Instructions reduction transformations: Mainly

target the reduction of the number of executed instructions

but may also affect the code size. Number of instruction is

given higher priority than code size, since energy is

linearly proportional to instructions and sub-linearly

proportional to code size, according to the energy model

described in the “Energy models—cost functions” section.

Common sub-expression elimination, constant expression

elimination, loop invariant code motion and algebraic

transformations belong to this category. The effect of the

instruction reduction transformations can be described by

the following equations using the memory graph notation:

Xntaskw

i¼1

Ii £ f ðCiÞ_initial .
Xntaskw

i¼1

Ii £ f ðCiÞ_transformed ð13Þ

The claim here is that these categories should be applied

in the specific order above in order to better control the

energy-area trade-off. Transformations that enable the

application of all the above-described energy optimizing

transformations may also be applied. Data flow trans-

formations that remove data dependencies and loop

transformations that improve locality and regularity are

the most important enabling transformations.

Another important issue in our approach is that the

array signals in an algorithm description are classified

based on their functionality to the following categories

[13,27]:

(a) Array signals with long lifetimes: These signals are

“alive” either throughout or for long periods in

algorithm’s code. Typical examples are the input and

output signals of an algorithm, coefficient arrays and

look-up tables.

(b) Intermediate array signals: These signals are

produced as intermediate results of the algorithm

and usually have shorter lifetimes in comparison with

the signals of the first category.

The detailed order of application that is the main

contribution of this paper is described in Fig. 6. In the first

step, data flow transformations are applied to reduce

accesses to the array signals of the description (see Ref.

[17]). Then the size reduction step is applied. The long

lifetime signals are mainly optimized by applying in-place

mapping mainly intra-signal but also inter-signal
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FIGURE 5 General view of the memory management graph.
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especially between input and output signals. Intermediate

signals can be mainly optimized by applying loop and in-

place mapping [20]. At the same time, also enabling

transformations are applied. In the next step, access-

moving transformations are applied targeting mainly the

long lifetime signals. Since the application of the access

moving transformations usually introduces new arrays

(increasing the memory requirements) an energy-area

trade-off must be explored in this point since the data

memory hierarchy is not fully predefined. Moreover, in-

place mapping needs to be applied for the signals

introduced by the access moving transformations.

The transformations targeting the data-related energy

dissipation (access removing, size reduction and access

moving) may affect performance in a programmable

processor context, since they may increase the compu-

tational complexity of address and control expressions.

For this reason the instruction reduction transformations

are applied in the last step since they mainly aim at

optimizing the computational complexity of all (address,

control and arithmetic) expressions present in the

application’s description. Since both energy related to

program memory and performance are proportional to the

number of executed instructions, the instructions

reduction transformations can be viewed as energy and

performance optimizing transformations. The instructions

reduction transformations almost always increase the code

size. Thus because here it is assumed that the program

memory size can be adapted to the size of a specific code,

an energy-area trade off exist at this point and must be

explored.

Clearly, the proposed order of application of the code

transformations is different than the order proposed by

ATOMIUM. Main points of differences are: (a) the four

types of transformations (data-flow, loop, data re-use and

in-place) are mixed in the proposed methodology while

ATOMIUM applies them independently and in distinct

steps, (b) detailed in-place mapping even in the early steps

is applied by the proposed methodology while detailed in-

place in ATOMIUM is applied as a last step (even after the

final memory organization), (c) loop transformations are

included in both the main steps of the proposed

methodology while in ATOMIUM all loop transform-

ations are applied together whether they introduce new

signals or not. The main idea behind the proposed order of

application of the high-level code transformations is that

the application of the code transformations that do not

introduce new signals in a different step than those

introducing new signals allows better control of the crucial

power-area trade-off. Size reduction transformations

operate on signals existing in the initial description that

will be in the finally transformed description as well and

try to reduce their size. After the application of the size

reduction step the minimum storage requirements of the

application are determined. Then the access moving

transformations that introduce new signals are applied and

thus the area of the finally transformed description can be

better controlled.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, experimental results from the application

of the high level part of the proposed methodology to a

number of real life demonstrators are presented. The

demonstrators include the full search motion estimation

kernel [21], the QSDPCM algorithm for video com-

pression [22], the SGLDM texture analysis algorithm [23]

and a voice coder application [24]. For the realization of

the demonstrators the ARM 7 processor core has been

used. For the case of the QSDPCM application realization

on 14 cores was assumed. The best in terms of power

hybrid (task-data level) partitioning of the QSDPCM

described in Ref. [16] was assumed. For the rest

applications single core realizations were assumed.

As far as the data memory organization is concerned the

number of levels is assumed to be the minimum required

to make all the access moving transformations meaningful

in terms of power, i.e. to ensure that no data transfers

beginning and ending in the same level of the data

hierarchy exist in the transformed code (for example if the

maximum number of new levels introduced by all the

access moving transformations in one application is three

then the data memory hierarchy should at least include

three levels). It is also assumed that the levels of the data

memory hierarchy are not divided into blocks (centralized

architecture). These assumptions will be used for the high-

level evaluation of the data storage and transfer related

power consumption and data memory area.

For the program memory it is assumed that its size is not

fixed, i.e. it can be adapted to the size of a specific code

and thus it is an important design parameter. No other

implementation specific assumptions (number of memory

ports, bus organization) are made. An important point is

that the ARM debugger that has been used for the

simulations does not evaluate cache related effects, i.e. it

assumes that all the accesses to the array signals present in

the application code have the latency required to access

the (off-chip) main memory. The proposed methodology

moves certain signals in levels of the data memory

hierarchy lying on-chip and closer to the cores where

accesses have shorter latencies than those to the main

memory. Thus the performance results presented in this

paper are underestimates of the real performance that can

be achieved if the proposed memory organization is

adopted.

The effect of the proposed methodology on the data

transfer and storage related power consumption (main cost

targeted for optimization by the proposed methodology)

and on memory area are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. The

power models described in the “Energy models—cost

functions” section have been used. For the area estimation

the model of Mulder [25] has been used. The results are

relative with respect to each application independently.

Clearly the application of the proposed methodology

reduces significantly the data related power consumption.

The smaller savings (46%) are achieved in the case of the

full search motion estimation where the small code restricts
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FIGURE 6 Proposed systematic methodology for the application of high-level code transformations.
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FIGURE 7 Data transfer and storage related power results.
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the opportunities for optimization (this is also

the reason why only access moving transformations are ap-

plied). For the rest applications larger savings are achieved

(voice coder 89%, QSDPCM 86%, texture analysis 65%).

For the voice coder and the QSDPCM cases the size

reduction step has a larger impact while for the texture

analysis application the access-moving step contributes

more to the data related power consumption reduction.

In terms of area, the effect of the proposed methodology

is positive when both the size reduction and the access

moving steps are applied. This is very significant and

proves that the proposed order of application of the code

transformations allows indeed better control of the area-

power trade-off in a high level. For the case of the full

search motion estimation where only access moving

transformations are applied small area penalties are

introduced.

The effect of the proposed methodology on execution

time (in terms of number of cycles) is shown in Fig. 9. It is

clear that the combined application of the data-related

energy optimizing transformations with the instructions

reduction transformations leads always to better perform-

ance in comparison to reference descriptions. In all cases,

except from the voice coder application, even the

application of the data-related energy optimizing trans-

formations on a stand-alone basis improves performance.

This is because a large number of accesses to the data

memories is moved to the register file of the ARM cores

after the application of the power oriented

transformations.

Possible reasons behind the performance penalties for

the voice coder application are the increase of the address

expressions complexity (not removed since no instructions

reduction transformations are applied) and the increased

number of scalar variables introduced (mainly by data re-

use transformations) that cannot be all stored in the

register file of the ARM core. There are cases where either

the instructions reduction transformations are not applied

(as for the voice coder case) or they are applied and cannot

remove the performance penalties introduced by the data-

related energy optimizing transformations. In such cases

more processing power is required to meet the

performance constraints (i.e. larger number of cores,

higher performance cores or accelerator data paths). In

such cases area and power overheads are possible. Clearly,

the application of power oriented transformations should

not introduce performance penalties.

The effect of the proposed methodology on code size is

shown in Fig. 10. Since the size of the program memory is

not fixed the code size becomes a design parameter

offering another dimension for optimization in the design

space (since it directly affects program related power and

total system area). In two cases the application of the

proposed methodology improves the code size (texture

analysis and voice coder) while in the rest cases it

introduces code size penalties. The application of the
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FIGURE 9 Effect of the proposed methodology on execution time.
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instructions reduction transformations increases the code

size in all cases. Extensive application of access moving

transformations and specifically data re-use transform-

ations normally increases the code size (as for the

QSDPCM and the full search motion estimation cases)

since extra loops are introduced. Introduction of data re-

use levels including only scalar variables does not

introduce code size penalties (since no extra loops are

introduced) and may even reduce the size of the code (as

for the voice coder and the texture analysis cases). Size

reduction transformations do not introduce code size

penalties and may even reduce it since in certain cases

they reduce the number of loops.

The effect of the proposed methodology on the energy

due to instruction storage and transfers is presented in Fig.

11. These energy results mainly follow the performance

results described above but are also affected by the code

size results. This mainly due to the fact that the number of

instruction transfers and accesses to the program memory

is given by the number of executed instructions (according

to the model of the “Energy models—cost functions”

section). Furthermore the size of the program memory that

also affects the program related power consumption

depends on the code size.

The total system power consumption results (including

both data related and program related contributions) are

presented in Fig. 12. Clearly, total power follows the

program related power. Data power appears to have minor

contribution to the total system’s power. Thus the

proposed methodology should be applied in such a way

that both performance (directly related to the number of

executed instructions) and code size penalties are avoided

since (even small) such penalties may offset the data

related energy savings leading to total system power

penalties.

CONCLUSIONS

A systematic methodology for the reduction of the data

and instruction memory and bus energy dissipation in

realizations of multimedia applications on systems

including embedded cores and application specific data

memory and bus organization has been proposed. The

methodology includes two main steps. The high level step

reorganizes the initial description of the target application

through the application of a number of code transform-

ations. The transformations aim at the minimization of the

energy dissipated in data and instructions storage and

transfers. The second step produces a detailed processor,

memory and bus organization of the system. A detailed

description of the order of application of the high-level

power oriented code transformations has been also

presented. Experimental results from different real-life

applications illustrate that significant power consumption

reduction can be achieved through the application of the
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proposed methodology while meeting performance and

area constraints.
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